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TAS Racing Logistics and Parts Manager Mark McIvor gives us an insight to life on the road, being bestowed
with the responsibility of transporting the full SYNETIQ BMW Motorrad team racing infrastructure to and
from each round, and what it’s like to drive a state-of-the-art Chassis Cab/DAF unit from the team’s base in
Northern Ireland to the various Bennetts British Superbike rounds.
How long have you been working and
driving for TAS Racing and can you remember
your first trip on the road?
Mark: I started with the team at the 2008
International North West 200. I met Philip [Neill]
that weekend when I was just down watching
the racing. He asked would I give the team a
hand and from there I went to the Isle of Man
TT that same year. I’ve been here ever since.
What preparation is required to have the
SYNETIQ BMW race truck fully ‘locked and
loaded’ to leave the TAS Racing workshop for a
race weekend?
Mark: Most of the preparation is completed
at the start of year during pre-season and the
winter months. Then from week-to-week and
round-to-round we basically just replenish
anything that we use and the boys prepare the
bikes before reloading.
What level of spares do you carry for both
BMW race bikes?
Mark: Each rider has three full sets of
bodywork kits in their own box on each side
of the lorry. We would also carry an average of
five spare engines per weekend. We basically
carry enough spares to build the bikes four
times over during a weekend if required.
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Apart from my clothes and a few
personal items of food, the DAF unit has
everything I need. I’m able to relax at
night and watch TV. There’s air-conditioning
which you need in the summer for sure and I
have loads of locker space. It’s certainly the
most comfortable unit I have used.
DAF Trucks and Chassis Cab are team partners
of SYNETIQ BMW. Tell us a little about the
specification of your DAF unit and the support you
get from both companies?
Mark: This is a brand new DAF XF530FT that I drive
and we’ve been supported by DAF and Chassis Cab
for around 10 years now. It has all the mod-cons
[fridge, microwave, comfortable bed] that I need
to live and travel comfortably for the duration of
each trip, which door-to-door is the best part of a
week. It’s a fully automatic DAF unit with additional
items such as Lane Assist, Satellite Navigation and
all the various top end safety features. Chassis Cab
have given us a well specced unit which would have
very few equals in the paddock. Our unit only does
10,000 miles per year. A normal working unit in a
haulage company would do that in a month.

What else goes into the race transporter
apart from the race team M 1000 RR race
bikes and spares?
Mark: The race truck carries absolutely
everything from garage pit-walling to the
pit-box [for the bus-stop that sits in pit lane]
and the flooring. It basically carries absolutely
everything that you see in the garage during
a race weekend. We also have a riders’
briefing area at the front of the truck, where
our engineers can work on their laptops and
the team manager can conduct any private
meetings that are required during a race
weekend.
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This is a brand new DAF XF530FT
that I drive and we’ve been
supported by DAF and Chassis Cab for
around 10 years now.

That little stretch of water called the Irish Sea means you
have boat journeys and additional miles to travel over the
other teams in the BSB paddock – what additional logistical
problems can that throw up?
Mark: It’s not really that much more difficult, even though we
have ferries to catch. It’s a full day for us on the way out, and
to keep things driver legal, we take our required rest time
before we return home on a Monday.
Most other teams will be
back Sunday night, but we
don’t get back until Monday
night. On the legal side, you
must take a 45-minute break
after four-and-a-half hours’
of driving, the same after
the next equal stint; then you
can drive for one more hour
before being stationary for
a required 11 hour break. In
saying that, we can do any
race track in the UK within
the legal time limit.
Unlike people driving cars, what are the maximum speed
limits driving the unit?
Mark: 56mph on motorways; 50mph on dual carriageways
and unfortunately in Scotland, it’s only 40mph on single track
roads – so the first 98 miles when we leave the ferry, it’s a
40mph limit in the Chassis Cab/DAF unit, which is nearly a
3-hour trip in what a normal car driver does in half the time…
or less!
Fuel Consumption?
Mark: The unit itself holds 1200 litres. It averages between
8-9 miles per gallon.
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Driving a race truck for a factory BMW Motorrad British
Superbike team around the UK, I would imagine, seems
more glamorous than many of your peers on the boat trips
you take. I’m sure you get some interesting comments and
questions?
Mark: People think it is glamorous yes, but what most people
don’t see is the work that goes in, at the race track. It’s long
hours and it’s hard work. We don’t get the luxury of parking
up and just waiting to return on a Monday as BSB drivers.
Most of us are then involved with some aspect of team work
during each event.

Once at the race track, your weekend gets even busier.
Tell us about that.
Mark: The Chassis Cab/DAF unit and trailer is put in line
behind our garage and cleaned thoroughly once we arrive at
each circuit, as it sits in prime location in the paddock and
promotes not only us as a team, but also our sponsors. We
then start the garage build on a Thursday for the rest of the
team arriving on Friday. They will do all the final preparations
on their bikes when they arrive.
In previous seasons I also helped the hospitality team with
the build of the VIP Hospitality unit, which can hold up to

The unit itself holds 1200 litres. It
averages between 8-9 miles per gallon.
160 people per day on a busy weekend [not including team
members meals]; they also have a 13-ton support vehicle full
of equipment to load and unload.
After that I help oversee the team garage during the race
weekends, then Sunday night it’s all taken down again and
packed away. We leave the circuit on a Monday morning and
arrive home Monday night… then we do it all over again.
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What has been your most challenging trip to date?
Mark: They are all challenging but the most challenging was when we missed
the ferry out of Belfast to go to Spain for a pre-season test. We then had to
get a ferry from a different location to France and drive the whole way down.
Thankfully we had two drivers onboard and we were able to arrive at the
circuit on time – but when you miss your first ferry it’s not ideal!
What is the easiest track logistically to work in… and the toughest?
Mark: Oulton Park is the easiest for us as we can get the overnight ferry
and it’s only 20 minutes then to the circuit and the same on the way home.
The toughest for everyone is Cadwell Park, as the pit garages are down at
the bottom of the hill. When we arrive on a Thursday you have to bring your
truck onto the track, unload everything, and I mean everything. If you forget
something the opportunity of getting it back down there again is ‘zilch’!

The race track is like a big family. At the very
start people helped me and the younger ones now
coming through, I help them. You need to learn how to
do it and if everyone helps out a little, then there’s no
hassle. Having sponsorship support from Chassis Cab
and DAF, providing state-of-the-art machinery to use,
really does make my job a whole lot easier.
The premium exterior makes the DAF XF
the most attractive truck on the road. And
with the updated interior, drivers have an
environment that makes their favourite truck
even better.
The DAF XF is powered by multi-torque
PACCAR MX-11 and MX-13 engines with
new power ratings, including an extra
powerful 390 kW/530 hp variant. Many
innovations result in even more torque
at lower rpm for highest fuel efficiency.
Vehicles can now cruise at only 1,000 rpm,
resulting in extremely low noise levels found
in top class luxury cars. Additional torque is
available in top gear for great driveability.
The new MX engine brake delivers worldclass braking power at lower revs. This
engine has a design life of one million miles.

www.chassis-cab.co.uk I www.daf.co.uk
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